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Abstract The ramifications of gust-front on atmospheric surface layer (ASL)8

turbulence is a vexing issue, with nearly no information available over the9

Indian region where such events are not uncommon. Over the Indian peninsula,10

Chowdhuri et al. (Environ. Fluid Mech. 21(1):263–281, 2021) have shown11

that, the cold pool associated with the gust-front creates two distinct regimes12

in ASL turbulence, where the temperature fluctuations display contrasting13

behavior. To evaluate the corresponding impacts on the moisture fluctuations14

and turbulent heat and moisture transport, we extend our analysis by using15

the same field-experimental dataset of Chowdhuri et al. (2021). We discover16

that, the topology of the turbulent structures which govern the temperature17

and moisture fluctuations clearly exhibit a regime-wise distinction. In the first18

regime, the structures in temperature and moisture fluctuations are significantly19

inclined in the vertical, while demonstrating a self-similarity in their time scales20

by being related through a power-law distribution. However, in the second21

regime, the vertical inclination disappears for the temperature structures22

with hardly any change observed for the moisture. Moreover, the power-law23

exponents of the turbulent temperature time scales remain sensitive to the24

regimes, although no such effect is visible in the power-law character of the25

moisture time scales. Additionally, the dissimilarity in the heat and moisture26

transport is investigated through a novel polar-quadrant based approach that27

separates the phases and amplitudes of the flux-transporting motions.28
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Article highlights31

– The topology of temperature and moisture structures show a sharp contrast32

between the active and quiescent regimes.33

– The turbulent time scales of temperature and moisture vary in a power-law34

manner with different regime-wise exponents.35

– The structural dissimilarity between the two scalars affects the heat and36

moisture transport between the two regimes.37

1 Introduction38

The boundary-layer exchange of heat and moisture has an astounding influence39

on the convection in the tropics and especially during the cold pool events40

[26, 32]. Initiation of isolated convection is favored when the land surface is dry41

and depending on the moisture in the lower atmosphere and in the soil, wet con-42

ditions facilitate large organized convective clusters. The evaporative cooling of43

rain from such cloud clusters and the associated downdrafts initiate a cold pool,44

which introduces cold and moist air into the dry and sub-saturated boundary45

layer. As the moist air interfaces with the dry surrounding air, the density46

differences between the two air masses create the gust-front, characterized by47

strong upward motions and heterogeneity in temperature and moisture. The48

development of cold pools indeed contribute to changes in the spatio-temporal49

patterns of the surface fluxes. Most of our understanding on the cold pools and50

the related impacts on the surface fluxes are from the mid-latitude systems51

[19, 31]. These studies have revealed that the cold pools can significantly alter52

the turbulence properties of the atmospheric surface layer (ASL) by causing53

a significant reduction in temperature, which often lead to the formation of54

stable boundary layers. However, the modulations of surface fluxes due to the55

cold pools are still to be explored over the Indian subcontinent, where detailed56

measurements of ASL turbulence are somewhat lacking.57

To close this gap, a detailed micrometeorological observation system was58

established over the rain shadow region of the Western Ghat as part of the Cloud59

Aerosol Interaction and Precipitation Enhancement Experiment (CAIPEEX),60

in an effort to understand the linkage between the cloud processes and the61

surface-atmosphere exchanges. By using CAIPEEX datasets from a C-Band62

Doppler weather radar and 50-m micrometeorological tower, Chowdhuri et al.63

[12] studied the impact of a gust-front event on the ASL turbulence. They64

discovered that, similar to mid-latitude studies [27, 33], the incidence of the65

gust front was followed by a convergence of cold air pool, which in turn affected66

the turbulent temperature structure in the ASL. Due to such event, two67

distinct regimes were visible, where in one regime the turbulent temperature68

fluctuations remained quite intense analogous to daytime convective periods,69

whereas in the second regime the fluctuations diminished significantly as in70

stable conditions. Additionally, Chowdhuri et al. [12] demonstrated that the71

time scales of the temperature fluctuations displayed a power-law behavior72
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whose exponents changed between the two regimes. By drawing an analogy73

with self-organized criticality in complex systems [2, 20, 1], they interpreted74

this as, the deep-convective cells whose outflows generated the gust front, acted75

as an external stimuli which disturbed its surroundings beyond the tipping76

point and created a scale-free response. Accordingly, this response propagated77

to the surface layer of the convective boundary layer and generated turbulent78

structures having self-similar size distributions.79

The aforementioned results were illuminating to judge the structural charac-80

teristics of the turbulent temperature fluctuations in the ASL, as the gust-front81

traversed the tower location. However, in that particular study, they did not82

consider the effect of these structures on the turbulent heat and moisture83

transport. Undoubtedly, such investigation is of fundamental interest, given the84

importance of heat and moisture fluxes in sustenance of convection associated85

with the gust-front. Moreover, it is timely as well, since to the best of our86

knowledge no prior information is available on these aspects over the Indian87

region. Therefore, one may ask,88

1. Whether there is any structural similarity in the temperature and moisture89

fluctuations between the active and quiescent regimes?90

2. How the structures in the scalar fluctuations interact with the vertical91

velocity to generate signatures in their fluxes?92

3. Can such structural interaction explain any regime-wise dissimilarity be-93

tween the heat and moisture fluxes?94

In this article, we attempt to answer these questions through novel data95

analysis techniques employed on the same 50-m micrometeorological dataset96

from CAIPEEX, used in Chowdhuri et al. [12]. During our presentation, we97

arrange the paper in three different sections. In Sect. 2, we provide a brief98

description of the field-experimental dataset, in Sect. 3 we discuss the results,99

and lastly in Sect. 4 we summarize the key findings and lay out the scope for100

further research.101

2 Dataset description102

To investigate the characteristics of the turbulent heat and moisture fluxes103

during the gust-front event, we used the same micrometeorological dataset from104

a 50-m instrumented tower as described in Chowdhuri et al. [12]. This tower was105

erected over a non-irrigated and nearly-flat grassland in Solapur, India (17.6◦106

N, 75.9◦ E, 510 m above mean sea level), equipped with time-synchronized107

eddy-covariance (EC) systems at four levels with heights z = 4, 8, 20, and108

40 m (z is the height above the ground). Each EC system comprised of a109

sonic anemometer (Windmaster-Pro, Gill instruments, UK) and an open-path110

CO2-H2O gas analyzer (LI-7542, Li-cor Inc., USA). The horizontal separation111

between the sonic anemometer and gas analyzer was approximately 20 cm112

towards the East and 7 cm towards the North. Due to the close proximity,113

there was hardly any time-lag between the sonic anemometer and gas analyzer114

measurements.115
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The data from these four EC systems were synchronized in time through116

GPS clocks and sampled continuously at 10-Hz frequency, divided into 30-min117

intervals. Before using the water vapor data from the gas-analyzer, density cor-118

rections were carried out following the procedure listed in Detto and Katul [13].119

Moreover, no double-coordinate rotation was applied to the sonic-anemometer120

data which forces the mean vertical velocity to be zero [17]. The reason for121

this is, the 30-min averaged non-zero vertical velocities may have arisen due122

to the presence of large-scale variability over the tower location [12]. Further123

details about the tower instrumentation and site description can be found in124

Chowdhuri et al. [12].125

3 Results and discussion126

We begin with delineating the statistical properties of the turbulence structures127

which impact the heat and moisture fluxes during the passage of a gust-front.128

An occurrence of such event creates two distinct regimes, reminiscent of convec-129

tive and nocturnal periods. To unveil the structural differences between these130

two regimes, the time scales of the turbulent motions are explored through131

persistence analysis. Subsequently, to assess the role of turbulence organiza-132

tion on the flux transport processes, a novel polar-quadrant based approach133

coupled with information theory is introduced. Furthermore, throughout the134

presentation, plausible physical interpretations are provided to explain the135

results.136

3.1 Structural description of turbulence in the two regimes137

3.1.1 General features138

With an aim to characterize the vertical transport of heat and moisture, it139

is imperative to scrutinize the properties of the component signals (tempera-140

ture/moisture and vertical velocity) which constitute these fluxes. In Fig. 1, we141

show the 10-Hz time series of the sonic temperature (TS), water-vapor density142

(ρH2O), and vertical velocity (w) as measured by the EC systems at z = 4, 8,143

20, and 40 m, between 14:00-16:10 PM (local solar time, GMT+05:30). Note144

that, this period relates to the time when the gust-front passed over the tower145

location [12].146

Chowdhuri et al. [12] demonstrated that due to the cold-air outflow from147

the precipitating convective cells, a near-surface stable layer was established148

(early nightfall) which caused two clearly distinct regimes in the high-frequency149

sonic temperature measurements at all the four heights (z = 4, 8, 20, and 40 m).150

In the first regime (14:10-15:00 PM) large temperature changes were observed151

analogous to daytime convective turbulence. Whereas, in the second regime152

(15:10-16:10 PM), the intrusion of cold-air into the surface layer suppressed the153

variations in temperature, resulting in a quiescent signal typical of nocturnal154
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turbulence. The gray-shaded regions in Fig. 1 represent these two regimes. From155

Figs. 1a-d, one can notice that in the first regime the water-vapor densities156

(red lines, values shown at the right-hand-side of the y axis) broadly show157

similar temporal patterns of ramp-cliff structures, concurrent with TS (blue158

lines, values shown at the left-hand-side of the y axis). However, for the second159

regime, even though there is a drop in the ρH2O values, that occurs at a later160

time as opposed to TS . On the other hand, for all the four levels no discernible161

change is observed in vertical velocity (blue lines in Figs. 1e-h) between these162

two regimes.163

To further investigate the role of such different regime-wise behavior towards164

the transport of heat and moisture, it is important to segregate the turbulent165

fluctuations from the three signals. Previously, we computed the turbulent166

fluctuations in TS by removing a portion of the signal through applying a167

Fourier filter with a threshold frequency set at 0.01 Hz [12]. In the present168

study, we extended this procedure to all the three signals (TS , ρH2O, and169

w) to extract the turbulent fluctuations. The thick and dashed black lines170

in Figs. 1a-d show the respective low-frequency components of TS and ρH2O,171

overlaid on the original ones. Likewise, for w, the solid black lines in Figs. 1e-h172

convey the same information. It is interesting to observe that, the low-frequency173

variations in w get larger as the height increases. This is consistent with the174

expectation that the vertical velocities of the large-scale structures are blocked175

by the ground [24, 8]. Hereafter, the turbulent fluctuations in temperature,176

water-vapor, and vertical velocities are denoted as T ′, ρ′, and w′, respectively.177

3.1.2 Cross-correlation analysis178

By separating the turbulent part from the low-frequency trend, we explore179

how strongly the fluctuations in the scalars and vertical velocity at different180

measurement heights are related to one another. To accomplish that, we employ181

cross-correlation analysis and estimate the relative strength of the fluctuations182

at higher heights with respect to the lowest measurement level. This information183

is crucial to quantify the vertical coherence among the turbulent structures184

and see whether there is any change in such property between the two regimes.185

In Fig. 2, the cross-correlation coefficients between the two signals among186

different heights (either for T ′, ρ′, or w′) are presented individually for the two187

regimes. These coefficients have previously been used in several ASL studies188

to probe the vertical structure of turbulence [5, 22, 23] and can be evaluated189

mathematically as,190

Rs
xy(τ) =

sy(t+ τ, z)sx(t, zref)

σ(sy)σ(sx)
, (1)

where sx is the reference signal at zref = 4 m, sy is the signal at higher heights191

(z = 8, 20, 40 m) shifted through time, and τ is the time-lag. The τ values192

are either positive or negative, depending on whether sy leads or lags sx. Note193

that, Eq. 1 is designed when sy lags sx, but can also be used for a leading case194

by keeping sy fixed and moving sx ahead in time.195
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Fig. 1: The two hours time series of the sonic temperature (TS , blue lines)
and water-vapor density (ρH2O, red lines) at a 10-Hz sampling rate are shown
in panels (a)-(d) from the four sonic anemometers (z = 4, 8, 20, and 40 m)
corresponding to the period 14:00-16:10 PM. The TS and ρH2O values are
represented on the left and right y axes of (a)-(d), respectively. The solid and
dashed black lines in (a)-(d) indicate a Fourier filtered low-frequency signal
(threshold frequency set at 0.01 Hz), related to TS and ρH2O. In (e)-(h), the
10-Hz time series of the vertical velocity (w, blue lines) are displayed for z = 4,
8, 20, and 40 m. The solid black lines in (e)-(h) depict the same low-frequency
trend for w. The gray-shaded regions in all the panels designate the two periods
between 14:00-15:00 PM and 15:10-16:10 PM, which occurred before and after
the passage of the gust-front.

For the first regime, the cross-correlation coefficients of w′ (Rw′

xy(τ)) decrease196

as the measurement heights increase (Fig. 2a). Apart from that, the peaks in197

Rw′

xy(τ) are clustered around the zero-lag, signifying a negligible shift with height.198

But, for T ′ and ρ′, a prominent shift towards the positive τ values is observed199

in their cross-correlation peak positions as z gets larger (Figs. 2b-c). However,200

in the second regime, Rw′

xy(τ) and Rρ′

xy(τ) behave almost identically as in the201

first regime (Figs. 2d and f). Conversely, for T ′, RT ′

xy(τ) values decrease with202

no apparent shift in their peak positions, as the second regime is encountered203

(Fig. 2e).204

To put these above results into perspective, it is prudent to recognize that205

the shifts in the peak positions of the cross-correlation coefficients are associated206

with inclination angles of the turbulent structures, apparently caused due to207

the presence of vertical wind shear [5]. For this particular gust-front case,208

Chowdhuri et al. [12] have shown that a substantial amount of wind shear was209
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Fig. 2: The cross-correlation coefficients (Rxy) between the 4-m (x = 4 m) and
other three observation levels (y = 8, 20, and 40 m) are plotted against the
time-lags (τ) for the (a) vertical velocity (w′), (b) sonic temperature (T ′), and
(c) water-vapor density (ρ′) fluctuations. The description of different colored
lines is provided in the legend of (a). The top panels represent information for
the period between 14:00-15:00 PM, whereas the bottom panels show the same
but for 15:10-16:10 PM.

present during the period between 14:00-16:10 PM (see their Fig. 4). Thus,210

the observed zero-shifts in Rw′

xy(τ) (Figs. 2a and d) indicate that the turbulent211

structures which govern w′ are immune to the effect of wind-shear and remain212

statistically invariant with the changes in the regimes. Contrarily, the effects of213

wind-shear on the vertical orientation of the turbulent structures related to T ′
214

and ρ′ are different between the two regimes. For the first regime, a significant215

inclination exists in both the structures which affect the turbulent fluctuations216

in temperature and water-vapor (Figs. 2b-c). Whereas, in the second regime,217

the inclination almost disappears for temperature, while it is intact for the218

water-vapor (Figs. 2e-f). This is a remarkable result with serious implications219

towards the heat and moisture transport, as will be revealed in the subsequent220

sections.221
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Fig. 3: The turbulent fluxes of heat (w′T ′) are shown in panels (a)-(d) from the
four sonic anemometers (z = 4, 8, 20, and 40 m) corresponding to the period
14:00-16:10 PM. In (e)-(h) the information is presented for the water-vapor
fluxes (w′ρ′). The gray-shaded regions carry the same meaning as in Fig. 1.

3.1.3 Heat and moisture fluxes222

From the aforementioned discussion, we infer that the fluctuations in temper-223

ature and water-vapor are generated due to similar turbulent structures in224

the first regime. However, as the second regime is approached, a structural225

disparity prevails between the two scalars, although such difference happens226

to be nearly absent in w′. Therefore, a complex interaction between turbulent227

structures with contrasting vertical orientations influence the characteristics of228

the heat and water-vapor fluxes (w′T ′ and w′ρ′) at all the four measurement229

heights. To gain more insight into what type of flux signatures are generated230

due to such interaction, in Fig. 3 the instantaneous time-series of w′T ′ and231

w′ρ′ are shown at z = 4, 8, 20, and 40 m.232

During the first regime, across all the four heights, one can see occasional233

occurrences of large bursts (intense activities lasting for a small time) in234

both the heat and water-vapor fluxes (Fig. 3). These kinds of bursts in the235

scalar fluxes, found for the first regime, are regarded as a prevalent feature of236

convective turbulence [14, 4, 18, 28, 11]. Nevertheless, in the second regime, the237

bursts become exceedingly rare for w′T ′ (Fig. 3a-d), while still being present in238

w′ρ′ with reduced intensities (Fig. 3e-h). To examine further about the scales239

of turbulent motions which cause such intermittent behavior in the heat and240

moisture fluxes, we present results from persistence analysis [6, 7, 11] in Sect.241

3.2.242
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3.2 Identification of the scales of turbulent motions243

3.2.1 Persistence analysis244

Persistence is a concept widely applied in non-equilibrium statistical mechanics245

and defined as the probability that the local value of a fluctuating field does246

not change its sign for a certain amount of time [3, 15]. In other words,247

the persistence timescale tp is the time up to which a signal stays positive or248

negative, before switching its sign (see Chowdhuri et al. [6, 7] for a brief review).249

For wall-bounded turbulence, several studies have shown that the distributions250

of the persistence time scales can be interpreted as equivalent to the streamwise251

size distributions (by applying Taylor’s hypothesis) of the turbulent structures252

in such flows [30, 16, 29, 25]. In convective ASL flows, Chowdhuri et al. [6, 11]253

have illustrated that the persistence analysis is an effective tool to provide254

a structural description behind the intermittent fluctuations in velocity and255

temperature, and in the associated heat and momentum fluxes. Additional256

details about the computation of persistence probability density functions257

(PDFs) are laid out in Chowdhuri et al. [6].258

Chowdhuri et al. [12] showed through persistence analysis that the passage259

of the gust-front created a scale-free response, which generated self-similar260

structures affecting the turbulent temperature fluctuations at all the four261

measurement heights [12]. To comprehend the role of these structures towards262

the transport of heat and moisture, we present the persistence PDFs of T ′, ρ′,263

w′, w′T ′, and w′ρ′ in Fig. 4. The persistence time scales are denoted by tp and264

to document any discrepancies, the top and bottom panels in Fig. 4 display265

the persistence PDFs (P (tp) separately for each of the two regimes. Note that,266

a log-log representation is used in these plots, so any power-law emerges as a267

straight line.268

In Figs. 4a–e, one could spot roughly a similar power-law behavior (P (tp) ∝269

tp
−2.1) in all the five variables, with hardly any difference among different270

heights. Physically, it indicates that in the first regime the statistical charac-271

teristics of both the scalars, vertical velocities, and the associated fluxes are272

all governed by the same self-similar structures at all the heights, although273

their vertical orientations depend differently on the wind-shear (Fig. 2a–c).274

On the other hand, in the second regime, a significant disparity is observed in275

P (tp) between the temperature and moisture. In Figs. 4f–g, the exponent of276

the power-law in PT ′(tp) is equal to −2.5 (shown in thick green lines), whereas277

for Pρ′(tp) the exponent remains close to the first regime (−2.1, shown in dash-278

dotted gray lines). This outcome reinforces our statement about Figs. 2e–f, i.e.,279

the topology of the structures which govern the variations in moisture do not280

alter their attributes despite the observation that the temperature structures281

exhibit a behavioral change between the two regimes. Interestingly, for w′, w′T ′,282

and w′ρ′ the exponents in P (tp) are comparable to T ′ (Figs. 4h–j), suggesting283

that the transport of heat and moisture are primarily accomplished through284

those turbulent structures which have identical effects on the temperature and285

vertical velocity fluctuations.286
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Fig. 4: The persistence probability density functions (PDFs, P (tp)) of (a)
T ′, (b) ρ′, (c) w′, (d) w′T ′, and (e) w′ρ′ are plotted against the time scales
tp. A description of different markers depicting the four different heights is
provided in the legend of (a). The solid green lines in (a)-(e) denote a best-fit
power-law with exponent −2.1, associated with the persistence PDFs of T ′.
The top panels represent information about the first regime (14:00-15:00 PM),
whereas the bottom panels represent the second regime (15:10-16:10 PM). The
solid green lines in (f)-(j) display an another best-fit power-law of T ′ with
exponent −2.5, computed for the second regime. For comparison purpose, the
dash-dotted gray lines in (f)-(j) show the same power-law of T ′ with exponent
−2.1, corresponding to the first regime (14:00-15:00 PM).

3.2.2 Amplitude PDFs287

Notwithstanding the fact that persistence analysis is a convenient method288

to describe the sizes of the intermittent patterns which affect the turbulent289

signals, it remains insensitive to the fluctuation amplitudes [11]. It is thus290

instructive to see the amplitude signatures associated with the structures291

whose geometrical features have been explored till now (Figs. 2 and 4). To292

disseminate such information, in Fig. 5 we show the PDFs of temperature,293

moisture, vertical velocity, and the scalar fluxes for the two regimes. In order294

to better highlight the height variations in the statistical properties of the295

turbulent fluctuations, no normalization has been performed while computing296

the PDFs. It is immediately noticeable that the w′ PDFs collapse for all the297

four heights, with nearly no change in the shapes between the two regimes298

(Figs. 5c and h). For T ′ and ρ′ PDFs, a little variation with height can be299

detected in the first regime (Figs. 5a–b). However, in the second regime, the300
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Fig. 5: The PDFs of (a) T ′, (b) ρ′, (c) w′, (d) w′T ′, and (e) w′ρ′ are shown. A
description of different markers depicting the four different heights is provided
in the legend of (a). The bottom panels (f-j) represent the same information as
in the top panels (a-e) but for the period 15:10-16:10 PM.

height dependence disappears for temperature and moisture. In addition to301

that, only a narrow range of amplitudes dominate the PDFs of temperature,302

while the range being slightly larger for moisture (Figs. 5f–g). A similar impact303

of the two regimes could also be observed on the scalar flux PDFs. The heat304

and moisture fluxes remain substantially skewed to the positive values in Figs.305

5d–e (first regime), but become largely attenuated in the second regime as306

depicted in Figs. 5i–j.307

By combining results from the persistence analysis and amplitude PDFs,308

we infer that in the first regime heat and moisture are both transported by309

topologically similar turbulent structures which mostly give rise to the positive310

values in the fluxes. Conversely, for the other regime, the turbulent fluctuations311

associated with temperature and moisture remain structurally quite different,312

although their signatures on the flux amplitudes appear to be similar. To313

elucidate more on the connection between the organized turbulent motions and314

scalar flux transport, one may ask:315

1. What type of turbulent motions cause burst-like activities in the fluxes316

corresponding to the first regime?317

2. What is the role of turbulence organization towards the heat and moisture318

transport efficiencies associated with the two regimes?319
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To answer those, in Sect. 3.3 we introduce a polar-quadrant based approach320

through which the characteristics of the scalar fluxes are evaluated in terms of321

organized structures in the flow.322

3.3 The impact of turbulence organization on the heat and moisture transport323

3.3.1 Polar-quadrant analysis324

Generally, quadrant analysis is regarded as a standard technique to quantify325

the contributions of organized motions in the turbulent fluxes [34]. In this326

approach, usually the flux fractions and time fractions from each quadrant are327

reported to assess the relative importance of the various turbulent motions,328

associated with different flow structures [21, 10, 9]. The normal practice while329

performing quadrant analysis is to choose a Cartesian co-ordinate system where330

the x and y axes denote the fluctuations in the two variables. However, in this331

representation, a fundamental question remain unanswered, i.e., what governs332

the strength of the coupling between the two turbulent signals owing to which333

the fluxes exist?334

Fig. 6: The phase angle PDFs of T ′-w′ and ρ′-w′ quadrants (P (θw′T ′) and
P (θw′ρ′)) are shown in panels (a), (b), (e), and (f), corresponding to the
two periods 14:00-15:00 PM and 15:10-16:10 PM. The amount of heat and
moisture fluxes (w′T ′ and w′ρ′) associated with such phase angles (see Eq. 4)
are presented in panels (c), (d), (g), and (h). The gray- and yellow-shaded
regions in all the panels show the locations in the phase angle space which
constitute the down-gradient and counter-gradient quadrants.
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To resolve this issue, Chowdhuri et al. [11] proposed a novel method where
they designated each point in the quadrant plane with two parameters, the
phase angles and amplitudes (for a graphical demonstration see their Fig.
4). They used a polar co-ordinate system to define the phase angles (θ) and
amplitudes (r) as,

θw′x′ = arctan (w′/x′), (2)

rw′x′ =
√

w′2 + x′2, (3)

where x′ is the other turbulent variable (for this study T ′ or ρ′) apart from w′
335

which constitutes the flux. The phase angles vary between −π to π and their336

ranges are related to the four different quadrants (see Table 1 from Chowdhuri337

et al. [11]). In the polar co-ordinate system, the instantaneous fluxes associated338

with each point are expressed as,339

w′x′ =
1

2
r2w′x′ sin (2θw′x′), (4)

with the detailed derivation being provided in Chowdhuri et al. [11]. Besides340

that, the PDFs of the phase angles P (θw′x′) are related to the time-fractions341

(Tf )X spent in each quadrant X as,342

(Tf )X =

∫ π

−π

P (θw′x′)IX(θw′x′) dθw′x′ , (5)

where IX(θŵx̂) is an identity function which is unity when θw′x′ lies within343

quadrant X or zero elsewhere. Based on these formulations, it is possible to344

ascertain the properties of the turbulent motions occurring in each quadrant345

by investigating the phase angle PDFs and the corresponding flux amplitudes.346

In Fig. 6 such information is displayed for the present case in hand. The gray-347

and yellow-shaded regions in Fig. 6 illustrate the motions occurring in the348

down-gradient and counter-gradient quadrants, respectively. The flux values349

plotted in Figs. 6c, d, g, and h are computed from Eq. 4 and averaged between350

the same phase angle bins used to estimate P (θw′T ′) and P (θw′ρ′) (see Figs.351

6a, b, e, and f).352

By inspecting the phase angle PDFs, one can see that in the first regime353

P (θw′T ′) and P (θw′ρ′) behave in a nearly similar fashion (Figs. 6a and e). Two354

peaks are observed in the PDFs, corresponding to the ejection (0 ≤ θw′x′ ≤ π/2)355

and sweep (−π ≤ θw′x′ ≤ −π/2) motions, whose heights increase with z.356

Moreover, the peak heights of P (θw′T ′) related to the sweeps are somewhat357

larger in number than the ones related to the ejections. At the same time, from358

the flux amplitude plots, we notice that the fluxes associated with the ejection359

motions exceed the ones associated with the sweeps (Figs. 6c and g). Therefore,360

the ejections occur a little less frequently than sweeps but are accompanied361

with large intensities, causing burst-like activities in the fluxes as observed in362

the first regime (Fig. 3). It is intriguing to note that, in both the phase angle363

PDFs and flux amplitudes, the variations with z appear to be more prominent364

for the sweep motions rather than for the ejections.365
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Even though the physics behind such phenomenon is elusive at present,366

the phase angle PDFs and flux amplitudes become almost independent of z367

in the second regime. The phase angle PDFs of θw′T ′ attain two peaks at368

±π/2, suggesting near-zero transport of heat in that regime (Fig. 6b). This369

is confirmed with Fig. 6d, where the heat flux amplitudes are significantly370

diminished as compared to Fig. 6c (first regime). On the other hand, the peak371

positions of P (θw′ρ′) remain slightly shifted from ±π/2 (Fig. 6f), thus yielding372

higher moisture flux values than heat (Fig. 6h).373

Fig. 7: The CDFs of T ′-w′ and ρ′-w′ phase angles (F (θw′T ′) and F (θw′ρ′)) are
shown in panels (a)-(d), corresponding to the two regimes (14:00-15:00 PM
and 15:10-16:10 PM). The shaded regions convey the same information as in
Fig. 6. The solid black lines indicate the CDFs of a uniform distribution. In
(e), the vertical profiles of the normalized Shannon entropy of the phase angles
(HN (θw′T ′) and HN (θw′ρ′)) are displayed for the two regimes. The thick and
dashed red (blue) lines denote the HN values from the first (second) regime,
as described in the legend of (e).

3.3.2 Information entropy374

Overall, the results in Fig. 6 provide a detailed description about the relative375

roles of ejection and sweep motions in the scalar flux transport, commensurate376

with the gust-front event. Nevertheless, it remains unclear whether the discrep-377

ancies observed in the heat and moisture fluxes between the two regimes are in378
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any way linked to different organizational structure of turbulence. In order to379

evaluate that, one can compare the information entropy of the phase angles for380

both heat and moisture, corresponding to the two regimes. Chowdhuri et al.381

[11] theoretically showed that if in Eq. 4 the amplitudes r are considered to382

be independent of θ and the PDFs P (θ) resemble a uniform distribution (i.e.,383

the phase angles are randomly oriented with no order whatsoever), then the384

time-averaged flux becomes zero under such constraints. As a consequence, the385

departure of the phase angle PDFs from a uniform distribution could be used386

to quantify the role of turbulence organization on the flux transport, given the387

assumption that the information about r remains largely irrelevant [11].388

Therefore, it is appropriate to investigate whether the phase angle PDFs389

of heat and moisture fluxes deviate from a uniform distribution in the two390

regimes. For this purpose, in Figs. 7a–d we show the cumulative distribution391

functions (CDFs) of θw′T ′ and θw′ρ′ (F (θw′x′)), since in such plots the uniform392

distribution appears as a straight line (solid black lines). In the first regime,393

both F (θw′T ′) and F (θw′ρ′) closely follow the uniform distribution at all the394

four heights (Figs. 7a and c). Conversely, the CDFs of the same phase angles395

deviate more from the solid black lines in the second regime (Figs. 7b and396

d). Following Chowdhuri et al. [11], to measure the deviation we compute the397

Shannon entropy of the phase angles as,398

HN (θw′x′) = −
1

ln (Nb)

Nb
∑

i=1

Pi(θw′x′) ln [Pi(θw′x′)], (6)

where Nb is the number of bins in which the θw′x′ values are divided (60399

in our case), and Pi(θw′x′) is the probability of occurrence of a particular400

binned value θw′x′ . For a uniform distribution, HN (θw′x′) in Eq. 6 is equal to401

1, given Pi(θw′x′) = 1/Nb for all the bin indexes. Hence, the departure from402

unity in HN (θw′x′) illustrates that the orientation of the phase angles differs403

from a random configuration. In Fig. 7e, the vertical profiles of HN (θw′x′) are404

presented for the same two periods. One can observe that, HN (θw′T ′) and405

HN (θw′ρ′) are close to unity for all the z values (red lines in Fig. 7e), consistent406

with Figs. 7a and c. Contrarily, for the other regime, HN (θw′ρ′) values do not407

change much from 1, while HN (θw′T ′) shows a pronounced deviation (blue408

lines in Fig. 7e).409

At a first glance, the Shannon entropies of the phase angles dictate that410

in the first regime the flux transporting motions from the four quadrants411

exhibit quasi-random patterns. According to the model of Chowdhuri et al.412

[11], this configuration transports very little flux when the amplitudes play no413

role. However, from Fig. 6 it is evident that in the first regime a substantial414

amount of heat and moisture is carried by the ejection and sweep motions.415

To explain this conundrum, the amplitude information must be invoked. By416

doing so, it becomes clear that in the first regime a strong coupling exists417

between the amplitudes and phases of T ′ (ρ′) and w′ which strengthens the418

heat (moisture) transport. On the other hand, in the second regime, the role419

of such coupling is different for heat and moisture. As an instance, in this420
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regime, HN (θw′T ′) values display a strong deviation from unity accompanied421

with almost no transport of heat. A far-from-random organization of the phase422

angles would have increased the flux, but the phases and amplitudes of T ′ and423

w′ remain coupled in a way so that small heat flux values are observed in the424

second regime (Figs. 3 and 6). But, for moisture, the flux values are larger than425

w′T ′, while HN (θw′ρ′) is close to unity. This indicates, the nature of coupling426

between the phases and amplitudes of ρ′ and w′ is nearly-similar to the first427

regime, causing enhancement in the moisture fluxes.428

By condensing all the details rendered so far, we deduce that the regime-wise429

distinction between the heat and moisture originates due to two main reasons.430

First, the topology of the turbulent structures which affect T ′ and ρ′ disagrees431

between the two regimes. Second, the phase and amplitude coupling of the432

flux-transporting motions associated with the presence of such structures, also433

display opposing behavior as the regime transition occurs. We present our434

conclusions in the next section.435

4 Conclusion436

For the first time over an Indian peninsula, we address the impact of a gust-437

front passage on the turbulent heat and moisture fluxes by using multi-level438

high-frequency measurements from a 50-m micrometeorological tower. A cold-439

pool event associated with the gust-front separates two turbulence regimes,440

where in one the temperature fluctuations are intense (first regime) and in the441

other those remain subdued (second regime). In order to evaluate the structural442

features of turbulent motions which determine the heat and moisture transport443

characteristics in these two regimes, we employ advanced statistical techniques,444

such as cross-correlation, persistence, and polar-quadrant analyses. The results445

obtained from these methods are directed towards providing answers to the446

research questions posed in the introduction and can be summarized as:447

1. The vertical orientations of the turbulent structures corresponding to the448

temperature and moisture fluctuations differ significantly between the two449

regimes. In the first regime, the structures remain vertically inclined in a450

similar fashion for both temperature and moisture. However, in the second451

regime, such inclination disappears for temperature while being retained452

for moisture.453

2. In addition to the vertical inclination, the horizontal sizes of the turbulent454

structures (obtainable from persistence time scales using Taylor’s hypothesis)455

show a conspicuous regime-wise distinction between the temperature and456

moisture. The sizes of temperature structures in both the regimes follow a457

power-law albeit with different exponents. On the other hand, the moisture458

structures too display a power-law behavior, but their exponents remain459

regime-invariant and equal to the temperature structures from the first460

regime.461

3. The observed difference in such topology has a profound influence on the462

organized motions (ejections and sweeps) which govern the dissimilarity463
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between the scalar fluxes in the two regimes. By employing a polar-quadrant464

based approach, it is discovered that in the first regime, the efficient trans-465

port of heat and moisture is tied to the fact that the phases and amplitudes466

of the flux-transporting motions remain strongly coupled. Nevertheless, in467

the second regime, the phase and amplitude coupling between the tem-468

perature and vertical velocity gets altered in such a way that it induces a469

substantial decrease in the heat flux. Conversely, for moisture and vertical470

velocity, the nature of coupling is nearly identical to the first regime, causing471

an enhancement in the fluxes.472

To conclude, the physical insights gained from this study are useful in developing473

new parametrizations of turbulent heat and moisture fluxes, which would474

aid better simulations of the gust-front dynamics. The issue of momentum475

transport is not addressed in this work, given an inherent difficulty of defining476

the streamwmise and cross-stream axes under the presence of non-stationary477

flow features as the gust-front traverses the tower location. In our future478

endeavors, we wish to push the envelope by tackling the problem of momentum479

transport, leading towards further advancements in surface drag formulations480

related to the gust-front.481
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